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‘Vic Godard 30 ODD YEARS’ in his own words

Paul Reekie and I became friends after I recognised him as the persistent heckler at Subway Sect gigs on 
our many forays over the years to Glasgow and Edinburgh. He was the first person who made me under-
stand the impact Subway Sect’s 1976 gig at The Playhouse Theatre Edinburgh had on the audience, most of 
whom hadn’t experienced the ‘London Punk Sound’ before, with his vivid description of their reactions. He 
was a true student of music and master of words and I feel he was a kindred spirit. 

We played the first three songs on 30 OYs that night in Edinburgh in 1976. 
Don’t Split It was a riff I never managed to find the right words for so each time we played it live I had to im-
provise the lyrics, so it was not long before I wanted to drop it from the set. Rob Symmons wanted to keep it 
so we agreed if he wrote the lyrics we would, he did and the song was complete. 
I was a big fan of European Literature and cinema and this was reflected in some of my lyrics – Albert Ca-
mus’ The Plague (‘O’ level French at Shene Grammar) is behind the words to Parallel Lines and it was the 
influence of Jean- Luc Godard films that inspired Nobody’s Scared. 

My songs developed in 1978 after I started to play guitar in the group and I wrote for lead and rhythm guitar 
on Different Story, Double Negative, Vertical Integration and Empty Shell and together with Stool Pigeon, 
Why Did You Shoot Me?, Derail Your Senses, Not Watching The Devil and Imbalance, the songs from the 
‘lost’ LP that I rerecorded for 1978 Now in 2006/7, all featured in our set on The Great Unknowns Tour with 
the Lou’s. The blue print for the sound I wanted on 1978 Now was an old cassette of a rehearsal for The 
Great Unknown’s Tour which I thought was the best sound we’d achieved with that line up. 

I also started to rely on my own thoughts and ideas for lyrics without recourse to short stories, novels or 
films for inspiration. I was gaining the confidence to come up with new ideas and tunes and our 7/8 song live 
set began to expand, to the point where we had songs to spare and dropped a couple of the ‘76/’77 numbers 
like Double Negative and Derail Your Senses. 

After the Buzzcocks’ tour it was decided that I would concentrate on song writing and leave the singing to 
other acts managed by Mr B Rhodes. This didn’t pan out although Johnny Britten did release Happy Go 
Lucky Girl as a single on Braik, the Black Arabs recorded a double A side of Devil’s in League With You and 
You Bring Out The Demon In Me (acetate only though) and James Dutton’s group Espresso Bongo recorded 
Get That Girl (I’ve recently recorded these for 1979 Now also due for release 2014,which is why they’re not 
on 30 OYs). 

 As 1979 moved along there was a bit of a turn-a-round and it was decided that after all I should be a singer 
and songwriter and I went on to record the lead vocals for Stop That Girl over a superb backing track engi-
neered by Vic Keary at Chalk Farm Studios. The track features a super smooth performance by The Black 
Arabs with harmonies, horns borrowed from Dexy’s and some wonderful accordion playing by a still uniden-
tified Turkish gentleman. Then I recorded the vocals for What’s The Matter Boy, including Double Negative, 
Vertical Integration, Make Me Sad and Empty Shell and both the WTMB LP and 7” Stop That Girl were re-
leased very close together in 1980.  

I got a new ‘live’ group after Bernie suggested I try singing with the Bristol rockabilly band Johnny Britton 
had been fronting who’d recently pitched up in Camden. It worked straight away and we were soon able to 
put together a set list of American jazz standards and songs I’d been writing in the genre. 1981-82 was a 
hectic period of song writing including Stamp Of A Vamp, Hey What’s your Name?, Crazy Crazy and Trouble; 
touring seemingly non stop and recording Songs For Sale. The sound of these songs have been vastly im-
proved thanks to Chris Bostock and Mike Coe.  

I wrote Johnny Thunders almost by accident - I happened to be strumming away on the guitar while reading 
a Johnny Thunders obituary by Chris Salewicz. It was first released as a single and then included on End Of 
The Surrey People as was Won’t Turn Back and Malicious Love. End Of The Surrey People came in to being 
in a fairly haphazard fashion – I’d been working on songs with PO friend Paul ‘The Wizard’ Baker on his four 
track and to cut a long story short another PO friend Mark Mills suggested I send the songs to Geoff Travis 
who suggested Edwyn Collins as producer. Edwyn rejected a few of our offerings outright like Too Bad For 

The Monkey and Debussy’s Cat but we went on to record what was to be released as the End of The Surrey 
People LP and the collaboration with Edwyn continued ( and still does, he’s producing 1979 Now) with him 
producing Long Term Side Effects as well. Common Thief was one of the first songs I tried out on my own 4 
Track. 

Sansend was recorded in Sands End Fulham, basically a collaboration with old friend Nick Brown and was 
quite a challenge as I played nearly all the instruments and it was a step into the unknown technologically 
speaking as we were using a lot of computer programming. It took a long, long time to finish.    

Getting together and singing with the Bitter Springs in the ‘90’s led to a busy period with lots of gigs, the 
set list occasionally stretching to 28 songs!!. Towards the end of the decade we started recording the Ir-
vine Welsh Blackpool Musical songs - still haven’t finished but do have a few that were completed includ-
ing Blackpool and The Wedding Song. Our live version of Ambition quickly evolved from punk to a Maggie’s 
Farm inspired, slow ‘’boogie’’ and is a refreshing change (for me at least) from the original. 

The ‘Wet Dog’ Subway Sect with Paul ‘Trigger’ Williams and Leigh Curtis was fairly short lived, we did several 
gigs over about a year and recorded a few demos in a rehearsal room in Denmark St with The Rebel and his 
four track, including That Train which really captures the spirit of the group at the time. The song was later re-
recorded for We Come As Aliens. 

I met up with Catalan group Mates Mates a couple of years ago. In 2011 I went over to Catalonia to do a cou-
ple of gigs in Vic and Barcelona and afterwards I stayed on in Vic for film maker Lluis Huedo to do some more 
filming for his documentary Vic to Vic, about my friendship and collaboration with Mates Mates. While holed 
up in their farmyard retreat in the Vic countryside we ended up recording three songs – one of Mates Mates 
Les Parts Del Cos, Whip Rules and (Oh Alright) Go On Then with their tunes and my words, which I came up 
with during breaks in filming - in cars, car parks, cafes, etc. (I’ve always got pad and pen to hand!), so not too 
surprising that the Oh Alright lyrics are about someone writing a song while being filmed for a documentary. I 
had the song I Won’t Dance buzzing through my head subliminally and when it came to singing the song ‘Oh 
Alright Go On Then’ came out as the chorus. I only realised the Jerome Kern connection months later when 
they sent over the first rough mix of the track.

Vic Godard, Jan 2014             
                                                                                                                                                     



. 

DISC 1

1. Intro With Paul Reekie   
See Outro With Paul Reekie on Disc 2.

2. Don’t Split It 
– Written by V. Godard & Rob Symmons 
Drums – Bob Ward
Guitar/Piano – Rob Symmons
Bass – Paul Myers
Organ – Vic Godard
Nobody’s Scared
Drums – Bob Ward
Lead Guitar – Vic Godard
Rhythm Guitar – Rob Symmons
Bass – Paul Myers

3. Parallel Lines 
Drums – Bob Ward
Lead Guitar – Vic Godard
Rhythm Guitar - Rob Symmons
Bass – Paul Myers

These first three songs were all in Subway Sect’s earliest live sets and the first Peel session. Nobody’s 
Scared & Parallel Lines are still in the current live set. Don’t Split It started as an improvised song with dif-
ferent words each night, then became In This Country and then Don’t Split It again with words by Rob Sym-
mons. It was the B side of the Sect’s first single Nobody’s Scared released on Bernard Rhodes’ label Braik 
Records in 1978. The lyrics for Parallel Lines were inspired by Albert Camus’ The Plague, the first instance of 
Vic’s song writing being influenced by literature. 

Other previous outings for these songs: Vic Godard: The Retrospective (1976-81) LP Rough Trade 1985
(also released on CD in 1986 as We Oppose All Rock and Roll); 20 Odd Years (1999) & Singles Anthology 
(2005), Motion Records. 

Nobody’s Scared, filmed live at The Voodoo Rooms Edinburgh 2012 by Tracey Holloway – 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEBOGVoyEA4
Parallel Lines 1977 – Visuals filmed live at Sussex University, studio recording added in.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Hy2LHlupxY
And March 2013 at The Water Rats with Jock Scot intro filmed by Lee McFadden and Tracey Holloway – 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCV_GsSX0rQ
       

‘“I call Vic Godard ‘The  Greatest Living Englishman’ with good reason. He’s cool without trying to be 
cool. He’s hilarious without trying to be. He’s modest. He’s charming. Intelligent. Hugely influential but 
unaffected. He’s the most contended Postman in the world. That’s a pretty good start but add to that the 
fact that he’s written some of the greatest songs ever and my claim is, I would suggest, irrefutable!

His music is either thrilling or tender and his lyrics are as good as you’ll find anywhere. Take ‘Stop That 
Girl’ for instance. Its the only song I know of baring the despair of a heterosexual man as he watches a 
lesbian predator whisk  the love of his life away from under his nose. “Your heart  bleeds you’ve see her  
in tweed”… I don’t know whether to laugh or cry.  The very fact that STG didn’t get to Number 1 in the Hit 
Parade just shows what a worthless shambles the music industry is and has been for some time. Ambi-
tion, Chain Smoking, Watching The Devil, Different Story, Stool Pigeon Double Negative, Split Up The 
Money. Who of his ‘Class  of ‘76’  peers can  compete with that list? No one! Not for me anyway. And right 
up to his current work. Genius. If you listen to Vic and Mates Mates “Oh Alright, Go On Then’ and you 
aren’t smiling at the end of it you’re in need of help.

I’ve got a copy of Ambition SIGNED BY VIC…and you can’t have it…ITS  MINE!’’  

 Marc Riley -  6 Music

Vic Godard & Subway Sect on Marc Riley’s 6Music show, 

April 2012. 

Photo: Andrew Paul Shaw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEBOGVoyEA4 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Hy2LHlupxY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCV_GsSX0rQ


4. Different Story 
Drums - Bob Ward 
Guitar - Rob Symmons 
Bass – Paul Myers
Piano – Dan Kelleher 

Originally called Rock and Roll Even but Bernard Rhodes didn’t like it so he  renamed it Different Story, the B 
side to Ambition, Subway Sect’s second single released in 1978 on Rough Trade. This also appears in various 
guises on: Vic Godard: The Retrospective (1976-81) LP Rough Trade 1985
(also released on CD in 1986 as We Oppose All Rock and Roll); 20 Odd Years (1999) & Singles Anthology (2005), 
Motion Records. Dan Kelleher was on loan from The 101ers. 

All the 1977 Subway Sect Demos – 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsdwEK-mzbk
And a brilliant live version with The Sexual Objects at The Star & Shadow Newcastle 30th November 2012 
filmed by Andy Foy– 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUHyuFIukiY
Rock and Roll Even Sussex University White Riot Tour 1977 – 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FllH_5997XU
 
6. Double Negative 
Drums – Bob Ward 
Rhythm Guitar - Vic Godard
Lead Guitar - Johnny Britton 
Bass - Colin Scott 
Keyboards - Steve ‘Spartan’ Atkinson.

7. Vertical Integration
8. Empty Shell 
9. Make Me Sad 
The Black Arabs plus Paul & Terry Chimes 

Double Negative, Vertical Integration and Empty Shell were introduced in to the live set in early 1978 with the 
original line up. Along with Make Me Sad they were four of the songs recorded in 1979 for What’s The Matter 
Boy which was released on Oddball/MCA in 1980 and re-issued as a CD by Universal in 2000. Vertical Inte-
gration was one of the songs on the B side of Stop That Girl- see below. (The other song was Instrumentally 
Scared) All four still make appearances in Vic’s live sets, most recently singing the whole of What’s The Matter 
Boy live with The Sexual Objects.   
 
Vertical Integration live Stockton-on-Tees November 2012 filmed by Andy Foy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3faFDik3DU
Empty Shell November 2012 filmed by Lee McFadden - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRIy-LjD9tM
An acoustic Make Me Sad with Davy, Douglas and Simon from The Sexual Objects at Mono Glasgow April 2013 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-t3ZbvyYYY

10. Stop That Girl 
The Black Arabs with horns on loan from Dexy’s 
and a local Turkish accordion player.  
A rare occasion when disparate elements came 
together to make a unique record. Stop That Girl 
was first recorded by Vic Keary at Chalk Farm 
Studios London in 1979 for a single, released 
on Oddball/Rough Trade RT068 in 1981. 

Other outings for the song-Vic Godard: The 
Retrospective (1976-81) LP Rough Trade 1985 
(also released on CD in 1996 as We Oppose 
All Rock and Roll Overground Records); el 
Records 12” 1985 ; 20 Odd Years (1999) & 
Singles Anthology (2005), Motion Records; 
T.R.O.U.B.L.E. Rough Trade 1996 and In 
T.R.O.U.B.L.E Again Tugboat 001 1998. 
 
Stop That Girl with Vic and Mark Laff Man-
chester 2007 filmed by Andrew Shaw 

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ra4eRGZkflA

And an avant garde version filmed by Lee 
McFadden at The Buffalo Bar 2010- Kev 
accidentally triggered the keyboard drum 
machine and they decided to go with it! 

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wBLKWmznk5I

11. Stamp of a Vamp
12. Hey What’s Your Name? 
13. Crazy Crazy 
 
Drums - Sean McClusky 
Bass - Chris Bostock 
Guitar - Rob Marche 
Keyboards/Trumpet - Dave Collard 

In 1981 Vic was paired up with a new line up from Bristol. After rehearsing and recording demos of a wide 
variety of Vic’s songs (including a swing version of Spring Is Grey (see below) which wasn’t considered for 
inclusion on Songs For Sale) it transpired they were perfectly suited to the swing, jazz cabaret songs Vic had 
started to write as an antidote to the omnipresence of Punk.

Stamp Of A Vamp was the revamped Subway Sect’s first single, recorded for and released 
by Island Records in 1981. Songs For Sale was recorded in London also 
in 1981, produced by Alex Sadkin and released on Lon-
don Records in 1982. Both an early pre-
swing demo of Hey What’s Your Name, 
recorded in Westbourne Grove in 1981, 
and a live Stamp Of A Vamp Bournemouth 
1981, are on GNU INC’s Live & Rare Vol 
1. SOAV is also on the Singles Anthology 
Motion Records 2005. 

Thanks to Chris Bostock Gnu Inc had the 
opportunity to use pre-mastered Songs For 
Sale tracks that he has done a significant 
amount of work on. Vic is still hoping to get 
the line up back together for a reunion gig. 

14. Spring is Grey 
Keyboard/Backing Vocals – Virginia Astley 
Guitar – Vic Godard
Drums and Bass Unknown (Vic thinks it was 
Virginia Astley’s boyfriend who ended up do-
ing the bass on the final recording)  

Eventually recorded in a claustrophobic base-
ment in Farringdon Street London to build up 
track numbers for Vic Godard: The Retrospec-
tive (1976-81) Rough Trade (56) released in 1985 
and also on We Oppose All Rock and Roll CD 
Overground Records 1996.  Produced by Robin 
Millar. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsdwEK-mzbk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUHyuFIukiY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FllH_5997XU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3faFDik3DU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRIy-LjD9tM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-t3ZbvyYYY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra4eRGZkflA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra4eRGZkflA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBLKWmznk5I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBLKWmznk5I


15. T.R.O.U.B.L.E 
Pete Thomas and Jumping Jive
Drums/Percussion – David Cutler
Bass/Double Bass – P. W. Morgan
Guitar – Frank Dawkins
Keyboards – Grenville Harding
Trumpet/Vibes – Paul D’Oliveira
Flute/Clarinet/Tenor Sax – Pete Thomas 
Trombone – Lance Ellington
Alto Sax – Nick Pentelow

This song was first played live in 1982 at Ronnie Scotts 
with the swing line up. Shortly after they left to become 
The Joboxers Vic got together with Pete Thomas and 
Jumping Jive to record Trouble and Nice On The Ice at 
Robin Millar’s Powerplant Studios London for 7” & 12 
“ singles released on el Records 1985. Oddly Trouble 
was not in Trouble but was In Trouble Again!
Also on Singles Anthology and 20 Odd Years, Motion 
Records.  

16. Stayin’ Outta View (Instrumental) 
Lead Guitar – Vic Godard
Rhythm Guitar – Simon Boothe
Drums – Roy Dodds
Bass – Simon Edwards 
Keyboard – Kim Burton
Tenor Sax – Larry Stabbins
Alto/Baritone Sax & Clarinet – Chris Biscoe
Trombone – Nicholas Evans
Trumpet/Flugelhorn – Dick Pearce

17. Ice On A Volcano 
Drums – Roy Dodds
Percussion -  Bosco D’Olivera, Dave Pattman & Josefina Cupido
Guitar – Simon Boothe
Bass – Simon Edwards
Piano – Kim Burton
Hammond Organ – Mike Carr
Tenor Sax – Larry Stabbins
Alto/Baritone Sax & Clarinet – Chris Biscoe
Trombone – Nicholas Evans
Trumpet/Flugelhorn – Dick Pearce
Backing Vocals – Leroy Osborne & Jackie Rowe (Shakatak) 

Originally recorded at Olympic Studios Barnes with Working Week and some amazing guests for the Trou-
ble LP. Engineered & mixed by Doug Bennet, arranged by Kim Burton, Simon Boothe and Larry Stabbins 
and produced by Simon Boothe. The LP was released in 1986 on Rough Trade. Vic returned to the songs in 
1998 and did some additional recording and re-sang the vocals at West Heath Studios, the tracks were then 
remixed by Edwyn Collins and Seb Lewsley. It was then all re-mastered by Mike Coe at Motion Studios Eal-
ing and released as In T.R.O.U.B.L.E Again in 1998 on Tugboat Records. Tugboat001

Out Of Touch (Stayin’ Outta View with words) live with The Sexual Objects CCA Glasgow 23/11/2013, filmed 
by the gnu.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUJlNdnoAHM

18. Malicious Love
19. Same Mistakes
20. Won’t Turn Back
Drums – Paul Cook
Guitar/Piano/Backing Vocals – Vic Godard 
Bass – Edwyn Collins
Same Mistakes   
Drums - Paul Cook
Guitar – Edwyn Collins
Bass – Clare Kenny
Keyboards – Martin Duffy
Won’t Turn Back – Arranged by Paul Cook
Drums – Paul Cook
Guitar – Edwyn Collins
Bass – Clare Kenny
Keyboards – Martin Duffy
Keyboards/Backing Vocals – Paul ‘The Wizard’ Baker 

It’s the early ‘90s and Mark Mills, a friend of Vic’s from the Post Office (now resident in LA) used to listen to 
the 4 track demos Vic and The Wizard (still plain Paul Baker then) were doing.  When he heard Johnny Thun-
ders he said ‘It’s a single if ever I’ve heard one, send it to Geoff Travis’ so we did and he liked it and Rough 
Trade did indeed release it as a single. (See Disc 2 notes) Geoff Travis then suggested we record a whole 
LP and offered to pay to hire an eight-track studio for a week. Three days later when the Wiz still couldn’t 
fathom how to get it working Mark came to the rescue, he happened to know Boz Boorer and somehow con-
vinced him to come down and help us. Ironically Vic only used a couple of the songs eventually recorded for 
what was eventually released as End Of The Surrey People, produced by Edwyn Collins, Postcard Records 
1993. Same Mistakes and Won’t Turn Back were recorded before the budget ran out at Elephant Studios in 
Wapping. (Edwyn told Vic when he met him and the Wizard that they reminded him of Stan and Jack from On 
The Buses.) For Malicious Love Edwyn recorded Paul on the drums in a rehearsal studio in Dollis Hill and 
took it home where they recorded the rest of the song in his bedroom. The budget had run out! 

Won’t Turn back live at Astra Stube Hamburg 9/11/2013 filmed by the gnu.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTEKtx4GVgo
and at The Function Rooms Rochester July 2012 filmed by Lee McFadden - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKCaFpaY6RY

21. No Love Now  
 
Drum Programming/Bass – Wiggy
Guitar – Vic Godard
Recorded and Produced by Wiggy at 
Leyline Studios Acton London 1996

Accordion – Paul McGrath 
Recorded 1998 by Mike Coe Motion 
Studios Ealing  

In 1996 music journalist Pat Gilbert ap-
proached Vic to record a 7” single for 
his new label Garcia to mark the 20th 
anniversary of the 100 Club Punk Festi-
val. It seemed appropriate to record No 
Love Now because it was the first song 
Subway Sect played that night and hadn’t 
been previously recorded. 

As well as adding Paul McGrath’s accor-
dion Mike Coe re-mastered the song for 20 
Odd Years Motion Records 1998.      

All Songs by Vic Godard except where 
stated otherwise. Copyright Control.
30 ODD YEARS GNUINC0010 All Rights 
reserved.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUJlNdnoAHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTEKtx4GVgo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKCaFpaY6RY


DISC 2

All songs by Vic Godard except where written otherwise stated. 

1. We’l l  Keep Our Chains 
Drums – Dave Morgan
Guitar – Edwyn Coll ins
Bass – Clare Kenny 
Piano – Paul Baker
Organ – Pete Saunders
Backing Vocals – Janan Kuba/James Dutton

2.  Common Thief
Drums – Dave Morgan
Guitar – Edwyn Coll ins
Bass – Clare Kenny
Keyboards – Pete Saunders
Percussion – Martin Pines
Harmonica – Vic Godard
Backing Vocals – Janan Kuba/James 
Dutton
I  Wish – Written by R Taylor & W 
Dallas  
Drums – Dave Morgan
Guitar – Edwyn Coll ins
Bass – Clare Kenny
Percussion – Martin Pines
Backing Vocals – Janan Kuba

The f irst three songs were originally 
released on the album ‘Long Term Side 
Effect Tugboat Records 1998. Recorded 
at West Heath Studios London with Seb 
Lewsley at the desk and produced by 
Edwyn Coll ins. Addit ional recording 
and production by Mike Coe at Motion 
Records.  We’l l  Keep Our Chains and 
Common Thief were re-released on 20 
Odd Years, Motion Records 1999

3.  The Writer ’s Slumped 
– Written by V.Godard/Nick Brown

No actual instruments, al l   programming by Vic and Nick.
Backing Vocals – Jelena Djorjevic

4.  Back In A Void Again 
– Written by V.Godard/Nick Brown 
Guitar,  Acoustic Guitar,  Bass – Vic Godard
Slide Guitar – Ali  Hakemi
Everything else computer programming. 

6. At the Circus
Guitar,  Keyboards & Programming – Paul ‘The Wizard’ Baker
Violin – Phil  Martin

7. Americana On Fire 
– Written By V.Godard/Nick Brown
Guitar,  Acoustic Guitar,  Bass Guitar,  Piano, Organ, Drum Programming and Backing Vocals 
– Vic Godard 
African Thumb Piano – Nick Brown

Tracks 4,  5,  6 & 7 were chosen from Sansend -  a step in to the unknown world of 
technology for Vic,  musically speaking. Recorded, mixed and produced  at Wavelength 
Studios Sands End Fulham London by Vic,  Nick Brown, Hamish Brown and Ali  Hakemi, 
except for At The Circus, recorded at Landlocked Studios Whitton by Paul ‘The Wizard’ 
Baker and produced and mastered by Mike Coe. I t  was a long drawn out process with 
recording start ing in 1999. Sansend was released on Motion Records in 2002. 

We’l l  Keep Our Chains with The Bitter Springs l ive at Stripes Bar Brentford F.C. 2004 –
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqwMGk_84JI
(Ok, bit  of tr ickery with this video.) 

8,  Ambition
Drums – Paul McGrath
Slide Guitar – Simon Rivers
Guitar – Nick Brown 
Bass – Dan Ashkenazy
Piano – Paul Baker
Ukelele Banjo – Phil  Martin
Harmonica – Vic Godard

Couldn’t  leave Ambition out however chose this l ive ramshackle interpretation with 
The Bitter Springs rather than the original,  which has had numerous releases over the 
years, too many to l ist!  Recorded by Andy Driver of Fishwives Broadside at Stripes Bar, 
Brentford Football  Ground on 9th July 2004 and featuring Simon Rivers on sl ide guitar. 

There are loads of videos of Ambition but this is one of the best by Lee McFadden 
Brudenell  Social  Leeds June 2013 – 
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCpWMuO8_nM

9. That Train
Drums – Rebecca Gil l ieron
Guitar – Leigh Curtis
Bass – Paul ‘Trigger ’ Wil l iams
Keyboards – Sophie Politowicz

Although the short- l ived ‘Wet Dog’ Sect didn’t  release anything, 
they did record a few demo tracks at Enterprise Studios London 
with the Rebel at the desk,including this frantic,  hi l l -bi l ly 
rendit ion of That Train,  which went on to be  included on Gnu 
Inc’s Live & Rare Vol 1,released in 2011.Vic and a future Subway 
Sect l ine up later recorded the song for ‘We Come As Aliens’.   

10. Stool Pigeon
11. Why Did You Shoot Me
12. Derail  Your Senses
13. Not Watching The Devil
Drums – Mark Laff  
Lead Guitar – Vic Godard   
Guitar – Leigh Curtis
Bass – Paul ‘Trigger ’ Wil l iams

14. Imbalance  
Drums – Mark Laff  
Lead Guitar – Vic Godard   
Guitar – Leigh Curtis
Bass – Vic Godard

In early 1978 Subway Sect went into the 
studio to record their debut album with 
Mickey Foote. Unfortunately the tapes were 
lost and the album remained un-released 
becoming the ‘ lost’ album. Eventually 
gett ing bored with the Subway Sect ‘ lost 
album’ mythology Vic decided that i t  was 
t ime to record these songs with their 
original spirit  and sound so that they could 
be properly heard and to lay the ghost 
to rest.  Recording started in 2006 at K2 
Studios Kingston, engineer Paul Dowsett 
and produced by Vic.  I t  sounds more l ike 
the original than the original and was 
released to much acclaim on Overground Records in 
2007.The f ive 1978 Now songs included on 30 Odd Years have the 
same l ine-up including ‘early days’ Sect drummer Mark Laff ,  except for Imbalance 
where Vic plays the bass. 

Stool Pigeon l ive Rebell ion 2008 –
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=_i3xPWW5G5E
and a doo-wop version at The Georgian Theatre Stockton-on-Tees November 2012 f i lmed 
by Andy Foy- http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=q37yWoD49Ko
Why Did You Shoot Me was recorded l ive on the White Riot tour in May 1977, and used in 
The Punk Rock Movie by Don Letts – 
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFwu4zHuyMs
NOT Watching The Devil  and Imbalance Citrus Club Edinburgh 2007 f i lmed by Murray 
Robertson -  http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvTlXQuMjBg
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja4vzOPel9Q

V.Godard/Nick
V.Godard/Nick
V.Godard/Nick
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqwMGk_84JI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCpWMuO8_nM
2011.Vic
2007.The
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_i3xPWW5G5E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q37yWoD49Ko
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFwu4zHuyMs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvTlXQuMjBg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ja4vzOPel9Q


15. Blackpool 
– Written By Vic Godard and Irvine Welsh ≠≠
Vic & The Bitter Springs
Drums – Paul McGrath 
Guitar – Simon Rivers
Bass – Dan Ashkenazy 
Ukelele Banjo – Phil  Martin
Harmonica – Vic Godard
Backing Vocals – Vic Godard/Simon Rivers
 
16.  The Wedding Song 

- Written By Vic Godard and Irvine Welsh
Drums – Paul ‘Wizard’ Baker
Guitar – Simon Rivers
Bass – Dan Ashkenazy
Violin – Phil  Martin
Accordion – Paul McGrath
Piano – Vic Godard
Backing Vocals – The Wizard/Simon Rivers

Back in 2002 Vic and Irvine Welsh met up for a 
cup of tea in North London…..

The Idea 

‘ I  wanted to do something burlesque and gaudy -  kind of vaudevil l ian, quite dirty.  I t 
shouldn’t  be al l  sanit ised f*** ing Lloyd Webber shit . ’ 

Irvine Welsh (Sunday Herald 10/02/02) 

The Outcome 

The i l l - fated music ‘Blackpool’ .

‘To call  this musical theatre is to stretch definit ions, as there is precious l i t t le of either. 
The dramatic text is al l  surface; more Carry On up the Guest House than Boys from the 
Blackstuff .  The musical numbers are few, and largely confined to the rapidly degenerating 
second act.  With hardly an original note,  and plodding lyrics, they proudly advertise their 
debt to both Lloyd Webber and those good old Cockney geezers Chas and Dave.’     

Scotland on Sunday

Some years later Vic decided some of the songs were too good to drop and deserved to 
be recorded, so he got together with The Bitter Springs and several songs were recorded 
and produced by Mike Coe at Motion Studios Ealing. After languishing for a while Gnu 
Inc released an EP CD of four of the songs in 2010. Had to include the iconic Blackpool 
and also chose the previously un-released recorded version of The Wedding Song, the 
musical’s ‘Finale’ .  Live versions of both songs were released on Gnu Inc’s Live & Rare Vol 
1 in 2011. 

This is a bri l l iant l ive version of Blackpool from Vic and The Springs f i lmed by Tracey 
Holloway at The Wilmington Arms London Apri l  2010-
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBElGQXV788

http:/ / thebittersprings.com/
 
17.  Music Of A Werewolf
Drum Programming – Vic Godard
Guitar – Vic Godard
Piano – Kevin Younger
Bass, Synthesiser & Percussion – Jon One Cat

18. Take Over
Drums/Percussion – Gary Ainge
Lead Guitar – Vic Godard
Bass/Acoustic Guitar/Backing Vocals – Mark Braby
Rhythm Guitar/  Piano/ Backing Vocals – Kevin 
Younger

19. Back In The Community
Drums – Paul Cook
Lead and Rhythm Guitar – Vic Godard/Simon Rivers
Bass – Mark Braby
Percussion – John One Cat
Backing Vocals – Vic Godard/Simon Rivers/Mark Braby

20. Best Album
Drums/Percussion – Gary Ainge
Guitar – Vic Godard
Bass/Acoustic Guitar/  Backing Vocals – Mark Braby
Organ – Kevin Younger

These four songs are drawn from ‘We Come As Aliens’ probably Vic’s most successful and 
acclaimed release to date and includes mostly new material .  Recorded and mixed by Jon 
One Cat at One Cat Studios London, mastered by Dallas Mastering and produced by Vic. 
WCAA was released in 2010, CD on Overground Records and 12” vinyl on Vic’s own label 
Gnu Inc. Paul Cook took over on drums half  way through recording after Gary Ainge had 
to retire with a back injury. 

Music of A Werewolf Star & Shadow Cinema Newcastle 29/11/2013 f i lmed by the gnu- 
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=x00rovV35Xc&feature=youtu.be
Take Over l ive at The Lexington London May 2011 with Mark Braby on drums, Yusuf 
B’Layachi on bass and Kevin Younger on keyboard, f i lmed by Lee McFadden. 
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPc_-GgWn4w
First outing for Back In The Community f i lmed by Lee 
Mcfadden at St Aloysius Social  London 
March 2010 -  http:/ /www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tdn_khjTh5U
One of the f irst l ive performances of 
Best Album at The Cluny Newcastle 2009 
with fantastic drumming by Gary Ainge – 
http:/ /www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GgC1iIV1SdY

21. (Oh Alright)  Go On Then 
– Written by Vic Godard & Mates Mates 
Drums - Jòrbel Errapicas – Erra
Guitar -  Ferran Font – Fim 
Acoustic Guitar/Backing Vocals -  Luc Ma – 
Luca
Bass -  Andrew Ribas Escandon – Andriu
Trombone -  Pau Orri  Comerma – Pau
Guitar – Vic Godard

Vic f irst met up with the Catalan group 
Mates Mates in 2010 and has been writ ing 
new songs with them each t ime he has 
been to Vic,  their home town, since. (Oh 
Alright)  Go On Then was recorded in 2011 in 
a Farmhouse Outhouse in Vic together with 
Whip Rules and Castaslasnas and then also mixed and 
mastered by Victor Saldaña & Denis Duarte at Janowski Studios and al l 
three released as a 7” on famèlic Records in February 2013. 

In August 2013 Vic played with Mates Mates at La Festa Major de Gràcia Barcelona and 
this is their rousing rendit ion of Take Over,  f i lmed by the gnu-
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr-p5_swR3k
Les Parts Del Cos (Castaslasnas) -  http:/ /vimeo.com/57210108
https:/ /www.facebook.com/pages/MATES-MATES/199378890103020?fref=ts
http:/ / famelic.com/en/      info@famelic.com
and a nice intro into the last song is this l ively l ive version of Oh Alright by Vic and The 
Sexual Objects Star & Shadow Newcastle December 2012 f i lmed by Lee McFadden –
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Dl0Ox-cj9U

22. Johnny Thunders 
Live with The Sexual Objects 

Drums – Ian Holford
Lead Guitar – Davey Henderson 
Rhythm Guitar – Graham Wann
Rhythm Guitar – Douglas MacIntyre
Bass – Simon Smeeton
Backing Vocals – All  of the above

Vic f irst recorded Johnny Thunders as a 7” single,  released on Rough Trade in 1992 as 
part of their Singles Club series with a recording l ine up of:  Paul ‘The Wizard’ Baker on 
bass, Paul Cook on drums, Martin Duffy on piano, Edwyn Coll ins on rhythm guitar and Vic 
on lead guitar. 
Vic’s Caledonian connections go back to the 1970’s and singing with the Sexual Objects 
continued the tradit ion kicking off  in November 2012 with the Vicism Tour.  We’ve used 
a ‘thundering’ l ive version with The Sexual Objects for 30 Odd Years. I t  was recorded at 
Sounds in the Suburbs Presents at Stereo Glasgow in 2012 by Shona Marshal and mixed/
mastered by Murray Robertson for ‘Live in Stereo Too’ another Gnu Inc l imited edit ion 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBElGQXV788
http://thebittersprings.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x00rovV35Xc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPc_-GgWn4w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdn_khjTh5U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdn_khjTh5U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgC1iIV1SdY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgC1iIV1SdY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sr-p5_swR3k
http://vimeo.com/57210108
https://www.facebook.com/pages/MATES-MATES/199378890103020?fref=ts
http://famelic.com/en
mailto:info@famelic.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Dl0Ox-cj9U


released (and sold out!)  in 2013. This is Vic & the SOBs on the night i tself  f i lmed by 
Tracey Holloway
http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYeeZhpLA8w

Read about i t  here on Caught By The River by Kevin Pearce:
http:/ /www.caughtbytheriver.net/2012/11/vic-ism-a-celebration-of-vic-godard-subway-
sect/
or for a more personal view try Gertie’s Blog-
http:/ /www.vicgodardandsubwaysect.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/vicism-part-3-glasgow-
and-london.html
http:/ /www.creepingbent.net/home.htm

23. Outro with Paul Reekie 
“I f irst met Paul Reekie some time in the early nineties 
when I  became aware of his heckling every t ime we 
played a gig in Edinburgh or Glasgow. He would be 
standing right at the front in the centre,  the same 
posit ion occupied by Sid at al l  the early Sex Pistols gigs 
in London. I t  would enliven the proceedings no end, and 
was not the usual brainless fare we  had come to expect 
from a rock audience. I t  was more what I  would call  useful 
advice delivered in a sneering tone. In fact I  can remember 
some of the group members being mildly irr i tated by 
him, but he seemed to have an insight into what I  was 
attempting that went beyond that of anyone in the group. I 
think he was sl ightly disappointed with the f irst group he 
saw me with back in those days;  his reaction was” nice 
l i t t le beat group.” After one gig on a snowy night down by 
the Clyde his reaction was to throw the entire contents of his pint al l 
over me, causing me to use my pullover as an improvised pair of trousers by forcing 
my fat legs down the puny arms of the pullover.  This he loved and from that moment on 
his would be the f irst fr iendly face I  would be searching for in the crowd. I f  for some 
reason he couldn’t  make it  would feel to me as if  I  hadn’t  really played in Scotland at al l .

Subsequently,  he invited me to his place in Leith Walk where he told me about playing 
bass in The Thursdays back in 77, and played me their version of an old Television song 
(Poor Circulation I  think).He also told me about seeing Subway Sect in early 77,and the 
effect i t  had, and for a t ime we corresponded. A few more years passed, and several 
Sects later I  think he was f inally quite impressed by what we did. The last t ime we spoke 
was in December ’09 in Grindlay Street in Edinburgh after a gig,  when we arranged to 
meet up round the corner at Henrys Bar in an hour.  There were road works al l  about the 
place and as he watched me reverse out he just said “nice wheels man.” Scotland wil l 
never be the same for the Sect now that he has gone.”

Vic Godard   
Excerpt from The Skinny
http:/ /www.theskinny.co.uk/art icle/102440-loves-rebell ious-joy-a-tr ibute-to-paul-reekie

 SLEEVENOTES by Michael White, Lee McFadden & Tracey Holloway

When the NME dispatched Paul Morley to interview Vic Godard sometime during 
the last weeks of 1981, the London-born singer, musician and songwriter 
had spent almost five years fronting various incarnations of Subway Sect. 
Although it was one of the first British punk bands—and, arguably, its most 
unique and inventive—Subway Sect’s “career” to date had been a fitful series 
of frustrations: extraordinary creativity falling victim at every turn to 
poor timing, mismanagement, and the arrival and departure of musicians and 
record labels. 

Godard had been spurred into action by punk (in early 1976, he and friend 
Rob Symmons happened to pass by storied Soho venue the Marquee at the exact 
moment an early Sex Pistols performance collapsed into a riot, thrilling the 
two 18-year-olds), but he was too individual and restless to feel at home 
within the genre’s strict parameters. Not for him the lyrical platitudes, 
machismo and simplistic noise that, within a year, had reduced punk from 
the most seismic British cultural event of the decade to its silliest 
caricature. From the outset, Godard and Subway Sect were different: they wore 
unremarkable street clothes onstage; their guitar sound was pointedly dry 
and thin; and Godard sang, in a voice that wore its vulnerability proudly, 
words that compared favourably to the oblique, immersive poetry of his 
American heroes Lou Reed, Richard Hell and Tom Verlaine. At a time when many 
of his peers had begun embracing rock’s most exhausted clichés, Godard sang 
“We oppose all rock and roll.” Then he proved it, guiding the first of many 
reconfigured Sects toward a new sound that drew from northern soul, Brill 
Building pop, continental easy listening and other unlikely inspirations. 
Meanwhile, Godard’s words increasingly looked, with great humour and empathy, 
toward the unglamorous minutiae of British kitchen-sink life. It was music so 
incomparable—wholly accessible and yet entirely out of step with prevailing 
trends—that it baffled all but the most open-minded listeners. When Subway 
Sect’s much-delayed debut LP, What’s the Matter Boy?, was finally ready 
for release in 1980, the band’s label, MCA Records, was so unsure as to 
how it should be marketed that it passed the responsibility along to the 
two-year-old Rough Trade. 
  
 So… .Being granted an audience with the attentive, erudite Morley, combined 
with the NME’s commitment to putting Godard on its first cover of 1982, would 
presumably be welcomed by the artist as long-overdue validation for his years 
of struggle. The story would coincide with a period in which Godard seemed, 
for the first time, to be making the right music at the right time. Some of 
the people who had immediately understood and loved What’s the Matter Boy? 
were now making (or were about to make) their own records—records that, to 
subtle and blatant degrees, made their admiration of Godard public: Weekend, 
Everything But the Girl, virtually the entire Postcard Records roster. Songs 
for Sale, Godard’s imminent album with yet another new Subway Sect, had the 
power of London Records behind it and was perfectly attuned to an emerging 
vogue for jazz crooning and supper-club elegance & post-punk’s “anything 
goes” pluralism colliding with New Pop’s Technicolor optimism.

“Vic Godard makes me more self-conscious and uneasy about the common 
difficulties and absurdities of the interview procession than anyone I’ve 
talked to,” wrote Morley in the resulting two-and-a-half-page feature. The 
normally unflappable scribe simply had no personal precedent (other than his 
two previous encounters with Godard) for an artist so disinterested in the 
activity of self-promotion, or even of explaining the motivations behind his 
craft. Godard wasn’t combative or willfully elusive; the ritual of celebrity 
inquiry simply mystified him. He was, in his own estimation, nothing more 
than a working-class 24-year-old whose favourite things, according to his 
then-new girlfriend, were “making tea… and writing songs.” 

Songs for Sale, despite its abundant charms, came and went with little 
fanfare. Following another star-crossed album, T.R.O.U.B.L.E., in 1986 - 
Godard walked away from music-making and became a postman. “Doing a normal 
job wouldn’t be a problem. I’d like to be a milkman or a postman, because 
I like working outdoors,” he had offhandedly remarked in an earlier NME 
interview, in 1980. But when he actually made good on the notion, he’d 
forgotten he ever said it. 

Of course, Godard’s disappearance into Royal Mail anonymity didn’t last. 
He returned to music in 1992 with the single “Johnny Thunders”, followed 
by an album, The End of the Surrey People, that was his most diverse and 
accomplished to date. Singles and albums have appeared periodically since, 
all of them a significant divergence from what came before, all deserving of 
more pairs of ears than have heard them. 

All of which is a roundabout way of illustrating that what has made Vic 
Godard, in commercial terms, a resolute fringe-dweller is also what makes 
him, in creative terms, one of the most reliably excellent songwriters of 
these past 30-odd years. He has endured, as an influence and as a creative 
force, while countless one-time contemporaries have vanished after short-term 
success, because he consistently follows his bliss. And, to this day, he 
continues to deliver the post.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYeeZhpLA8w
http://www.caughtbytheriver.net/2012/11/vic
http://www.vicgodardandsubwaysect.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/vicism-part-3-glasgow-and-london.html
http://www.vicgodardandsubwaysect.blogspot.co.uk/2012/12/vicism-part-3-glasgow-and-london.html
http://www.creepingbent.net/home.htm
http://www.theskinny.co.uk/article/102440


The collection you hold in your hands is a testament to Godard’s 
wayward but obstinate life in music. It was compiled in large 
part from the requests of longtime and newer fans with whom he 
communicates through social media. And it coincides with what’s 
proving to be the most engaged period of activity for Godard since 
the ’80s: gigs across Europe; new and archival releases on his own 
Gnu Inc label; and an upcoming Edwyn Collins-produced album that 
finally rescues from oblivion the songs from Subway Sect’s elusive 
“Northern Soul period.”

Asked to summarize the S0-odd years embodied in these two discs, 
Godard says: “From day one, I suppose the overarching intention has 
been to get tunes that are memorable out there with lyrics I know 
I would want to sing, in the hope that a certain section of the 
population will like them and maybe be influenced by them, as I once 
was by Richard Hell and others.”

He did, and he still is.

Michael White 
(with thanks to Philip King & Kevin Pearce)
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